NOTES:
1. OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS ARE MAX PART SIZE
2. STANDARD BACKSET AND MAXIMUM BACKSET ARE 2 3/4".
3. MINIMUM BACKSET DEPENDS ON DEVICE AND APPLICATION, SEE DEVICE TEMPLATE FOR MINIMUM BACKSET

USE THIS DIMENSION WHEN DOOR STOPS AGAINST FRAME AS ILLUSTRATED. IF DOOR SILENCERS (RUBBER BUMPERS), DOOR PANELS OR BOTH ARE USED INCREASE THIS DIMENSION ACCORDINGLY.

FURNISHED WITH (2) #10-24 MACHINE SCREWS (SUITABLE REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED)

1. IF DEVICE BACKSET IS 1 5/8" OR MORE THAN STRIKE IS CENTERED ON BOLT.
2. IF DEVICE BACKSET IS LESS THAN 1 5/8" TO 1 1/8" THAN STRIKE IS CenterED AT 1 3/8" BACKSET
3. IF DEVICE BACKSET IS LESS THAN 1 1/8" THIS STRIKE CAN NOT BE USED. CONSULT FACTORY FOR ALTERNATE STRIKE.

#606 TOP STRIKE
OR #602 TOP AND BOTTOM STRIKES

#604 BOTTOM STRIKE

FURNISHED WITH 1/4" MACHINE SCREWS & ANCHORS

#650 TOP STRIKE
#652 TOP AND BOTTOM STRIKES

NOTES:
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS ARE MAX PART SIZE.
STANDARD BACKSET AND MAXIMUM BACKSET ARE 2 3/4".
MINIMUM BACKSET DEPENDS ON DEVICE AND APPLICATION, SEE DEVICE TEMPLATE FOR MINIMUM BACKSET
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